
 
Visual Communication  
Images with Messages 
 
Chapter One: Visual Communication 

The question is not what you look 
at, but what you see.	

Henry David Thoreau, 	

1817–1862	

WRITER, PHILOSOPHER, 	

PENCIL MAKER	




Aldous Huxley 
•  Brave New World 
•  Inflammation of the Cornea 
•  The Art of Seeing 
•  The Visual Process 

•  Sensing 
•  Selecting 
•  Perceiving 

•  “The More You Know, the More 
You See” 





Edouard Manet’s Bar at Folies-Bergere, 1881 

Practice the Visual Process 
•  Moving from Sensing to Perceiving 



creature comforts, 1989 • nick park, director	




•  What Images do you remember? 
•  Why are most forgotten? 
•  Mental, Direct, and Mediated 

Images 
•  9/11, Abu Ghraib, and Beyond 

All images are composed of literal and symbolic meanings 	




Images since 9/11: Our Collective Memory—The War in Afghanistan 



Olympic Winter Games 



Space Shuttle Columbia 



War in Iraq 



Fall of Baghdad 



Mission Accomplished Speech 



Capture of Saddam Hussein 



The Super Bowl Wardrobe Malfunction 



Abu Ghraib Torture Photographs 



Continued War in Iraq 



Indian Ocean Tsunami 



Michael Jackson Acquitted 



Hurricane Katrina 



Series of Church Bombings 



Google Purchases YouTube 



Virginia Tech Shootings 



Indonesian Tsunami 



Economic Collapse 



President Bush in Iraq 



Barak Obama Elected President 



Safe Landing of Airplane 



Michael Jackson Dies 



Haitian Earthquake 



Obama Administration One Year Later 



Chilean earthquake 



Eyjafjallajökull eruption 



Gulf of Mexico oil leak 



Pakistan flooding 



American troops leave Iraq 



Cholera in Haiti 



Republicans take back the House 



Tucson Shootings 



Mubarak Resigns 



Japanese Tsunami 



southern tornadoes 



Arab Spring 





Republican Presidential Candidates	




Summer Olympics, London	




Superstorm Sandy	




Obama Re-elected	




Sandy Hook Elementary School Tragedy	




Aldous Huxley 

Aldous Huxley 





Inflammation of the Cornea 

keratitis punctata 





sensing 



selecting 



perceiving 



Visual Purple and Bleaching Cause this Effect 

Photoreceptors 
•  Rods 

•  Peripheral Region 
•  Visual Purple and Bleaching 

•  Cones 
•  Concentrated in Macula Region 
•  Three Types Sensitive to Red, 

Green, and Blue 
Color Deficiencies 

•  Octopuses and Squid Only see 
Blue; Spiders Only See Green 

•  Human Color Deficiency: Mostly 
Male (8 Percent) See No 
Difference between Green and 
Red 

 
physiological 

illusions 



Study Pictures in Advertisements 



Study Pictures in Advertisements 



Study Pictures in Advertisements 



Study Pictures in Advertisements 



think of all the images that make up your life	








visual messages: direct	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXR1vZSxp1c	




visual messages: mediated	

from culturalfarming.com	




visual messages: imagined	

“two girls and one cup”	

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SsUTLAhbWE	




blade runner, 1982	

ridley scott, director	

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_saUN4j7Gw	














christoph niemann	








Study Pictures in Art 
Edouard Manet’s Bar at Folies-Bergere, 1881 

Practice the Visual Process 
•  Moving from Sensing to Perceiving 



Varry, 2011	








Anna Kuritus, 2009	




Yasumasa	  Morimura	  



Tim Fraser Brown, 5,000+ Pantone Paint Chips, 2011	




Édouard Manet	

born 1832 to upper class parents	


in 1856 opened his own studio	

traveled the world	


friends with Degas, Monet, Renoir 	

credited for inventing impressionism	


1883 died of syphilis 	  

self-portrait	
 nadar	




Folies-Bergère	

established in 1869	


former department store	

Paris	


 	  



Dr. Bradford R. Collins	

associate professor of art history 	


University of South Carolina	  



Carol Armstrong	

Note the bit of red and white 	


of the fragment 	

of the reflection caught 	


between the barmaid’s bangles 	

right arm and torso 	  



Albert Boime	

the trapeze performer whose dangling legs 	


we glimpse perched above the 	

luminous electric lights 	


and glittering chandeliers 	  



Bradford R. Collins	

the bowl of oranges and the vase 	


that contains two roses correspond 	

to the barmaid’s purpose 	


to provide sensual pleasure for men  	  



Jack Flam	

the champagne and the beer 	


seem to make a wry reference to the 	

broad spectrum of social classes, tastes, 	


and even nationalities 	

of the Folies-Bergère’s clientele   	  



Jack Flam	

a mustachioed man in the top hat 	


seated in the front row of the balcony far left. 	

He and the barmaid man look remarkably alike    	  



Kermit S. Champa	

all of the bottles on the bar are unopened 	


and there are no glasses to serve the drinks 	

	




Questions from the Getty Museum���
���

If we see the man's reflection in the mirror, 	

why isn't his figure also visible in front of the bar?���

���
Why are the reflections of the 	


figures and still life objects displaced so far to the right?	  



Manet’s time machine	

faded blonde	

wider	  bo/om	  



A Bar at the Folies-Bergère, 1881	




Manet inspired the move from realism to impressionism	

He showed painters they did not need to mimic the photographic style	

They could play with reality—two points in time	




creature comforts, 1989 • nick park, director	

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihhq5_2kaWQ	




•  What Images do you remember? 
•  Why are most forgotten? 
•  Mental, Direct, and Mediated 

Images 
•  9/11, Abu Ghraib, and Beyond 

All images are composed of literal and symbolic meanings 	




the visual communication circle dance: 	

which are physiological and which are cognitive? 	
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